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ECC : Sports Betting Blockchain Platform

1. Introduction

“

The No.1 sports betting platform based on blockchain technology: ECC

”

The global sports betting market continues to enjoy its immense popularity. At present, it is one of the fastest
growing industries in the world, and has tremendous potential for both platform providers and users. With the

Digital Revolution in full swing, the online sports betting industry has grown into a whole new market thanks to
some relentless innovation and change.

The global sports betting market now accounts for more than 40% of all gambling market revenues from
around the world. In other words, sports betting has a larger pie of the gambling market than other business
areas (including the lottery business, casino business, poker and other forms of gaming). Analysts forecast
that the global sports betting market will grow at an annual average rate of 8.62% from 2018 to 2022. If
forecasts hold, the sports betting market will reach KRW 30.8 trillion (USD 27.2bn) by 2022.

ECC - the Sports Betting Blockchain Platform is :
1. A deposit/withdrawal system for virtual currencies based on blockchain technology
2. Sports betting system based on blockchain technology
3. Legal services based on valid global sports betting licenses
4. Transparent and fair services based on blockchain technology

By developing a decentralized, distributed betting system based on blockchain technology, ECC aims to
create the no. 1 sports betting platform in the world that enables users to execute transactions more securely
and conveniently.
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2. Current Sports Betting Market Status
2.1 Current Global Online Gambling Market Status
The online gambling industry is one of the fastest growing industries in the world.
The following graph shows the size of the actual global online gambling market from 2009 to 2017, and
forecasts for the market between 2018 and 2020. As of 2017, the online gambling market stood at KRW 53.3
trillion (USD 47.11bn). By 2020, the market is expected to grow to KRW 67.6 trillion (USD 59.79bn.

Size of the online gambling market from 2009 to 2020 (in billion U.S. dollars)
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2.2 Current Global Sports Betting Market Status
Sports betting is the most profitable business in the global gambling market. As such, its market share
continues to grow. Moving forward, sports betting is expected to grow from 44.5% in 2017 to 46% in 2020.
The online sports betting market has been able to grow at such a rapid rate due in large part to the
legalization of online sports betting, easy access for users, and development of convenient and payment
systems. As of 2017, the sports betting market was KRW 24.9 trillion (USD 21.3bn). However, by 2022, the
market is expected to reach KRW 30.8 trillion (USD 27.2bn).

Global online sports betting market revenues(in billion U.S. dollars)
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2.3 Characteristics of the Global Sports betting Market
Fastest growing sports betting market : USA
In May 2018, the US Supreme Court made a ruling that, in effect, would legalize sports betting. This means
that the US which, so far, has prohibited sports betting across the country (except for a few states) will
effectively lift its ban on sports betting. Legalization of sports betting is expected to bring the industry, which is
estimated at KRW 160 trillion in size, out of the shadows and into the light.

On May 14, 2018, the US Supreme Court upheld the state of New Jersey's decision in 2014 to permit sports
betting at casinos and racetracks with a six-to-three ruling, nullifying the "Professional and Amateur Sports
Protection Act," which prohibits sports betting. The court ruled that, "the Constitution guarantees the
independence of each state.” The Professional and Amateur Sports Protection Act, enacted in 1992,
prohibited the business of sports betting with exceptions made for some states, including Nevada. New
Jersey’s initiative to challenge the Act in Court and its drive to legalize sports betting at casinos and

racetracks in New Jersey led to the landmark decision. Pursuant to this Court ruling, most states are expected
to create their own sports betting markets moving forward.

Projected market size by 2023

Potential size of U.S. online
betting market

States with legal sports betting
by 2023

States considered sports betting

legislation in H1 2018

< source : Staticsa >
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Asia-Pacific (APAC): Largest sports betting market in the world
Thanks to a population of over 4 billion, the Asia-Pacific (APAC) region owns the largest market share in the
sports betting industry. Estimates suggests that the APAC region accounts for more than 50% of the global
sports betting market.
The biggest reasons behind the growth of the APAC region were flexible government regulations and
improvements to the disposable income of its consumers. Also, widespread use of the internet increased
public awareness for online gaming and betting, especially in sports. According to Transparency Market
Research, the APAC region is projected to grow at a Compounded Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 12.9%
from 2018 to 2024. In particular, results indicate that the Asian sports betting market has the highest potential
to grow in the world.

Currently, in Asian markets, more than 95% of all betting actions go through illegal private companies due to
regulations on sports betting. The size of these illicit markets in total is estimated at more than 10 times the
size of the legal sports betting market.

Global gambling revenues by region (US$m) 2001 – 2019f
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Competition - Intense competition across the online sports betting market
ECC recognizes the fact that competition is intense across online sports betting markets, and that there are
several multinational corporations participating in the industry. In Europe, revenues generated through mobile
devices have already surpassed 50% of all online sports betting revenues at major sports betting companies.
Moreover, market leaders have acquired and merged with other companies to increase their market share. As
a result, Paddy Power Betfair Plc (Paddy, Ireland) and Kindred Plc (Kindred, Malta) now sit at the top of the
market thanks to a surge in profits.

Using cutting-edge technology based on blockchain capabilities and its exclusive human network, ECC will
enter the global market as the most efficient sports betting platform. Its transparent and reliable betting system
with cryptocurrency deposit and withdrawal capabilities will attract members from the worldwide market faster
than other platforms. By doing so, ECC is expected to rapidly infiltrate the ranks of top betting sites around the
globe.

The 10 Biggest Online Gambling Companies of 2017(in billion U.S. dollars)
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3. Limitations of the Sports Betting Market
3.1 Issues in the Sports Betting Market
Monopolization of sports betting
Typically, the sports betting business is regulated by national governments. More often than not, the
government gives a limited number of designated companies or organizations the rights to carry out sports
betting activities. Business entities with such monopolistic rights are giving low odds while charging high
commissions. As such, users are moving to illegal private vendors with higher odds.

Convoluted market with illegal private vendors
In opposition of the monopolistic operations of the government, countless illegal private sports betting
companies promising high odds are littering the market. These illegal private betting companies, however, do
not have the capacity to offer steady, ongoing services due to fear of crackdowns against illegal betting
activities and the use of illegal bank accounts for the illegal transaction. Consequently, losses fall squarely on
the shoulders of the consumers.

U.S. Sports Betting Current Situation
$150B Estimated Illegal Sales per year
$4.9B Legal Sales in Nevada (2017) 7% CAGR in Nevada since 2005

34x Larger Illegal Market
• 2018 Super Bowl
• $138.5M or 3% of total bets placed legally in Nevada
• $4.6B or 97% of total bets placed illegally across the U.S.

35x Larger Illegal Market
• 2016 NCAA Men’s Basketball Tournament $262M or 3% of
total bets placed legally in Nevada
• $9.2B or 97% of total bets placed illegally across the U.S.

< source : GBGC, AGA, Scientific Games Corporation >
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Low transparency and reliability of operating systems
For illegal private betting companies, there are several factors that can prove detrimental to the reliability of
the operating system (e.g. manipulation of odds, excessive fees levied by the service provider, fixing of
winning percentages, uncertainty over win/loss statistics). Meanwhile, a centralized online sports betting
system is susceptible to external influences since a central entity processes the random number generation.

This means that the owner of the online system can access the corresponding server to manipulate and
operate betting results. Ultimately, this can deliver results that are disadvantageous to the user.

Transaction system that works against users
Legitimate transactions operated by companies designated by the government minimize user profits due to
high taxes and fees. This, inevitably, results in dissatisfied users. Meanwhile, illegal private companies do
offer higher payouts. However, consumers often lose money due to service providers unilaterally shutting
down their online systems.

Standardization of online sports betting mechanisms
Most online sports betting services only offer standardized bets with fixed odds. These systems rely on fixed
odds provided by bookmakers and as such, users do not have the opportunity to enjoy various betting
options.
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3.2 Implications and Vision of ECC
Implications from the Sports Betting Market
Need for legal global sports betting services for the global market
Due to the monopolization of sports betting by the government, the market is plagued by illegal private
vendors which operate under abnormal systems. As a result, more and more consumers are sustaining losses
from their betting activities. In order to reduce the damages caused by illegal private companies, and to
provide better quality sports betting services, the market needs a legitimate and reliable company to provide
stable services.

Need for a transparent, reliable system based on blockchain technology
Users need a reliable currency trading system to facilitate the proper payout of winnings, proper payment of
commissions, and collection of profits earned from successful bets. Moreover, users need a reliable system,
not an unreliable system that is vulnerable to various illicit manipulations (fixing of winning percentages, odds,
commission rates, etc.).

Need for diversity in services using two-way services
In addition to the Fixed Odds system provided by bookmakers, the market should have a Mutual Odds system
to allow users to enjoy more interesting betting services. Also, apart from the currently available systems, it
seems the market needs to stimulate users and offer a wider variety of experiences through different online
betting services.

Vision of ECC : The future of sports betting platforms
ECC will enter the sports betting market as the best platform capable of solving serious problems found on
sports betting platforms e.g. damages caused by illegal operations in sports betting market, betting systems
that have lost their transparency and credibility, unimaginative services that fail to break away from the most
simplistic betting techniques.

Evolution of global sports betting systems - ECC
ECC will acquire sports betting licenses from around the world to become the no. 1 sports betting platform
based on blockchain technology that provides a stable sports betting and transaction platform using 'Eclipse X
Core’ technology (a core technology for blockchain systems), and various two-way sports betting content.
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4. Current Sports Betting Licensing Status
4.1 Current Licensing Status
In certain regions around the world, there are specific laws that can grant licenses and regulate companies
that operate online gambling sites (e.g. supplying gambling software around the world) or manage offline
gambling venues. Legitimate online gambling sites must have licenses issued by competent licensing
authorities.

Costa Rica
Over the past few years, Costa Rica has been the preferred jurisdiction for more than 100 online gambling
corporations and 300 gambling websites. It remains extremely popular among people using cryptocurrencies

e.g. Bitcoins.

Curacao
Curacao made online gambling its core industry, and has been granting Curacao online gambling licenses
and sub-licenses since 1996.
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Malta
Under the Public Lotto Ordinance Act of 2000, Malta was the first EU member nation to provide licenses for
online gambling businesses.

Isle of Man
With a comprehensive regulatory system including the Gambling Regulation Act of 2001, the Isle of Man is the
ideal jurisdiction for online gaming businesses servicing the EU and Asian markets.

4.2 License Acquisition Method
Companies can legally offer online gambling (sports betting, online poker, online casino games, online bingo
and all types of betting) by establishing an online gambling company in the corresponding country. This
includes classic sports betting services e.g. football, basketball, ice hockey, soccer, horse racing, and

greyhound racing.
A company that acquires a license can then conduct business with customers around the world via the
Internet. Depending on the country granting the license, however, the company may face restrictions in some
target markets (countries). ECC will select a country that can facilitate sports betting services in all countries
around the world, and proceed with its licensing applications.

Select Target
License
Country

Establish

Conduct Due

Acquire

Corporation

Diligence and

Approval and

at the Target

Pay Licensing

Launch

License Country

Fees

Business
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5. ECC Service Overview
5.1 Service Overview
Rich experience in match result prediction systems, virtual currency exchanges, etc.
ECC has a new type of match results prediction platform known as “UPOLL” which is a combination of an
entertainment system and a betting system. The platform predicts the results of various subjects in
entertainment, sports, politics, etc. and allows users to bet game money on the forecast results. UPOLL is a
critical technical resource for developing the ECC sports betting platform. Moreover, ECC’s experience in
building and operating virtual currency exchange systems will serve as a major factor in the development and
operation of the currency trading system dedicated to the ECC sports betting platform.

Popularity of sports betting platforms
Sports betting is a new type of sports and leisure activity that offers a new and even more exciting experience
for sports enthusiasts. ECC hopes to provide an easy platform through which users can enjoy sports betting
anywhere, anytime, and as conveniently as possible.

Reliable bookmaker content
ECC will provide reliable bookmaking content from leading bookmakers for live sports matches under way in
real-time. The system will enable users to access various content e.g. sports betting, IN-Play betting, e-sports
betting, and real-time betting.

Why use cryptocurrency?
Cryptocurrencies are particularly important for sports betting service users who do not accept local currencies.
Cryptocurrencies also allow for faster foreign currency exchange, and (typically) do not incur bank fees.
Moreover, given the characteristics of cryptocurrencies, there is little government intervention. This allows
users to participate in whichever betting actions they want without the need to worry about relevant laws or
penalties.
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Most popular cryptocurrencies in sports betting
ECC will use the most commonly-traded cryptocurrencies. The best currencies to invest in for sports betting
are Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Litecoin.

Convenient and transparent ECC
ECC will enable users to learn the subtleties of sports betting with a simple user interface. Also, it will help
consumers to use the blockchain-based cryptocurrencies as their default currencies. By doing so, ECC hopes
to make its platform easier to use and reduce the fees consumers face after transactions. Among various
cryptocurrencies, Ethereum (ETH) and Bitcoin (BTC) will be allowed on ECC’s platform along with the ECC
Token (ECC) issued by ECC itself.
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5.2 Core Service Model
Online and mobile environments have played important roles in attracting users around the world with live
betting and gambling. However, the online gambling industry is marred by direct/indirect issues with regards
to its credibility and reliability. Problems range from issues with random number generator algorithms to user
account management mechanisms. Also, BitDice and Nitrogen Sports (operating within the Ethereum
blockchain) suffer from significant issues when the traffic load increases. In some cases, their systems
malfunction due to transaction commissions.
At its core, ECC’s sports betting system will use the company’s p2p (pear-to-pear) open blockchain
technology, which is transparent and almost instantaneous, in combination with an AI-based 'Eclipse X Core'
system.

< ECC Service Model >

User

Blockchainbased

Bitcoin (BTC)

Bitcoin (BTC)

Transaction

Ethereum (ETH)

Ethereum (ETH)

System

ECC (ECC)

ECC (ECC)

Deposit

Withdrawal
ECC
Coin

Betting
Match Information

Fee

Blockchain-

Odds

ECC

based Sports

API

Betting System

Betting
System
Management

ECC
Operating Team
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5.3 Eclipse X Core System
‘Eclipse X Core’ system of ECC
"Eclipse X Core" is a cutting-edge system available at ECC developed in order to provide the foundation for
the no. 1 blockchain-based sports betting platform in the world. It ties together core technologies that make up
the ECC platform e.g. match data collection from bookmakers, cryptocurrency wallets, currency trading
system, and sports betting system.

Eclipse X Core–AI
ECC will collect match data from sports betting action around the world through bookmakers. To collect highquality, exclusive information from numerous bookmarkers, ECC developed the 'Eclipse X Core - AI,' which
has its own artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities, in-house. The Odds API system featuring the Eclipse X Core
- AI will provide stable and reliable sports betting content.

Eclipse X Core–Wallet
Cryptocurrency transactions require top-grade stability and security. When developing its blockchain-based
cryptocurrency trading wallet system, ECC will ensure its system security is at least on par with other currency
exchanges. The Eclipse X Core - Wallet is the best security technology system developed to work with BitGo,
a leader in cryptocurrency security, when exchanging and storing cryptocurrencies.

Eclipse X Core–Betting
Eclipse X Core - Betting is a stable, transparent, and fast core algorithm technology featured in ECC
blockchain-based betting system. Also, Eclipse X Core - Betting is designed to take into account the special
circumstances of the betting system, and handle over 100,000 betting transactions per second. You can

patriciate in the ECC betting system by converting your external deposit coin(ETH, USDT) into a ECC
coin(ECC), and the whole process that you are involving in the ECC would be in the blockchain based.
Because of the blockchain system, users can transparently manage their individual assets and the ECC
coin(ECC) transaction history via Etherscan.
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< Eclipse X Core – Betting System >
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5.4 User Functions
Two-way sports betting system
With ECC, users can bet using the two-way system for Fixed Odds and Mutual Odds. The Fixed Odds system
involves users betting on fixed odds set by popular bookmakers and pays out winnings according to fixed
odds. Meanwhile, the Mutual Odds system is determined by the ratio of user coins laid down for real-time
betting, and pays out winnings according to corresponding odds after a designated time threshold. The
process of joining bets and paying winnings based on the results of the bet will be governed by a blockchainbased platform (Eclipse X Core-Betting).

Sport/player betting selection
ECC will provide various content for sporting events users can bet on. It will enable users to select the sport
and team they want to bet on and let them bet freely. Meanwhile, ECC will provide a variety of information e.g.
player information, betting lines, etc. relevant to each match simultaneously.

Eclipse Coin

Eclipse
Eclipse Coin

ECC

ECC Main

Eclipse

ECC

ECC Sports Match Data

ECC

ECC Single, Multi Betting
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Convenient and swift currency deposits/withdrawals
ECC will provide swift deposit/withdrawal services through its online exchange system. Using blockchain
technology, users will be able to deposit cryptocurrencies as ECC Coins (ECC Coin) or withdraw ECC Coins
(ECC Coin) in other cryptocurrencies freely. As for cryptocurrencies, Bitcoin (BTC) and Ethernet (ETH) will be
accepted on ECC’s platform. With its blockchain-based technology (Eclipse X Core-Wallet), ECC will provide
more fair and transparent transactions than ever.

Eclipse Coin Wallet
ECC

ECC

ECC
ECC
ECC

ECC

ECC
ECC

ECC
ECC

Eclipse Wallet

ECC
ECC

ECC

ECC
ECC Fee

ECC

Wallet - Currency Exchange

ECC

Exchange Bitcoins to ECC Coins

ECC

Exchange ECC Coins to Bitcoins

Simple subscription and log-in
ECC will use simple authentication and subscription processes. Each user will be able to create an account
under his/her own name or e-mail ID. Also, each user will be able to set their own password and subscribe to
ECC by simply verifying his/her SNS account.
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Live match viewing
ECC will enable users to watch live matches on their PCs or mobile apps. This will allow then to participate in
real-time live betting while watching live matches, making ECC’s betting services more intriguing.

Personalized services, including match recommendations, notifications, etc.
ECC’s sports betting platform will allow the user to manage all activities such as deposits, withdrawals, and
bets made through ECC. The company will analyze the usage patterns of users and provide personalized
services (e.g. match recommendation, notification) to encourage heavier use of ECC’s services.

Real-time community between users
In the world of sports betting, communication among users regarding sporting events is critical. ECC will offer
a chat function capable of helping users interact with each other and engage in discussions over match
predictions more conveniently than before.

Multi-language support
Since ECC intends to provide its services to users all over the world, it will develop its platform in multiple
languages. The system will support major languages used across the globe, and users will be able to select
whichever language they want and enjoy ECC’s sports betting services.
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6. ECC Service Strategy
6.1 License Acquisition
Prospective licensing countries
ECC plans to acquire an official license for online
sports betting in Curacao(Southern Caribbean).

Curacao Online Gambling License
Curacao has been a haven for internet gaming
companies for several years. Lax regulations and
favorable tax laws make setting up a betting site here very attractive. Internet gaming licenses have been
issued here since 1996. The Gaming Control Board of Curacao(GCBC) is responsible for regulating gambling,
issuing licenses, ensuring compliance, and collecting gambling taxes. The GCBC is divided into two entities.
One is charged with overseeing land-based betting establishments while the other oversees internet
gambling. The board’s main objective is to collect gaming taxes and prevent fraudulent activities such as
money laundering. It regulates the setup, licensing, and operations of land-based and internet gambling
operations.

Online gambling business in Curacao
While Curacao might have slightly tighter regulations than, say, Costa Rica, the internet betting companies
are still able to operate with very few restrictions compared with other areas such as the UK.
Curacao has had a long-standing reputation as a jurisdiction where customer support and player protection is
virtually non-existent. There are changes being put in place to improve their image. For starters, Curacao
recently adopted measures to abide by standards that are followed by more reputable jurisdictions. This has
led to better customer control standards and codes of conduct that are more in keeping with the more
reputable jurisdictions.
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6.2 Marketing with Networks
Participate in the Mainnet ecosystem development
Among the different Mainnet service areas involving major domestic corporations, ECC is looking to
participate in the sports betting business. When the Mainnet service opens, ECC will establish an exclusive
presence in the sports betting sector with services available at ECC. The main operator of Mainnet currently
offers a casino service that has more than 100 million potential users.

Overseas expansion using human infrastructure
In the US market, where sports betting is legitimate and market entry is relatively easy, ECC intends to
proceed with its ICO and promote its sports betting services in New York, which is home to several business
partners of ECC. Moreover, ECC hopes to enter the market by conducting network marketing centering on the
Southeast Asian market (the Asian market accounts for 50% of the global betting market).

New York
Japan
Southeast
Asia
Curacao
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6.3 Design Independent Sales Organization(Junket)
Prioritize entry into countries based on pre-sale ICO sales results
When ECC achieves the target amount for each region, it will proceed to localize its services by collaborating
with major local vendors. Also, ECC will assign the “ECC Junket Grade” codes to the main business operator
in the region and empower them to oversee marketing initiatives within the local area. The company will
provide a sports betting platform and support betting operations to suit the local environment and ensure
successful progress for the business.

Meanwhile, ECC aims to establish a Junket Grade service which can help the ECC system to run
independently. It will provide convenient functions (e.g. commission adjustment for each membership grade,
member management), and increase member loyalty with benefits such as commission discounts. This will

help ECC adjust flexibly depending on the characteristics of the local market.

< ECC Junket Grade - Service System >

Grade

Platinum

Diamond

Gold

Tokens in Possession
(ECC)

Minimum 10,000,000

Minimum 5,000,000

Minimum 3,000,000

Referee

Minimum
100,000 persons

Minimum
50,000 persons

Minimum
10,000 persons

Payout System

4-Grade
Distribution System

3-Grade
Distribution System

3-Grade
Distribution System

Member Fee Benefits

30% discount benefit

20% discount benefit

10% discount benefit

Profit Distribution (R/S)

50%

25%

10%
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7.Roadmap
- Launch ‘Bulls Nine’ Services
(Total Betting System)

2012. 2
- Launch ‘Bulls Nine’ Mobile Web & App
- Open the poker, casino game services

2012. 6

2018. 4

- Launch ‘UPOLL’ Services
(Match Prediction System)

- Implement Fixed Odds system within ‘UPOLL’
- Stabilize the UPOLL system
2018. 8
- Introduce blockchain technology within ‘UPOLL’

2018. 9 - Sell Netmarble UPOLL IP (Sports Betting System)
- Open WinJoy SPO services
2019. 11

(Support PC & Mobile ver.)

- Issue Eclipse Coin (ECC) Token
- Develop ECC Wallet

2021. 2
- Offer Eclipse Coin (ECC) Private Sale
2021. Q1

- Eclipse Coin (ECC) Presale

- List Eclipse Coin (ECC)

2021. Q2
- Offer Eclipse Coin(ECC) Public Sale

2021. Q3

- Sign a contract with MS Azure & Sports betting data providers
- Obtain a gambling license in Curaçao

-

Launch Global ECC Betting Service Platform

2022. Q1

(Support Web: PC & Mobile, App)
- Launch local ver. of ECC
- Localize the services in South East Countries and U.S.A.

Expand to the Global Market of ECC
- Implement global business strategies
2022. Q3

- Implement maintenance & operation strategies for local services
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8. Tokenomics
8.1 Token Spec
ECC Tokens (ECC) can be purchased with cryptocurrencies during the private sale period in early 2021
(TBD). ECC Token-related information (e.g. private sale period, etc.) will be posted on the ECC website
(www.eclipsecoin.io). Moving forward, users will be able to purchase ECC Tokens at the website as well.
Investors can purchase ECC (ECC) Tokens with cryptocurrencies (Ethereum (ETH) and Tether (USDT)).

Token issue

ECC (ECC) Token Issue Volume

10,000,000,000

ECC (ECC) Token Issue Platform

Ethereum ERC-20

Official ICO Platform

www.eclipsecoin.io

Token distribution
Presale
ECC Team

30%
40%

10%
Strategic Partner

20%
Exchange Sales
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8.2 Use of Fund
40% of ECC Token (ECC) sales revenue will be used to cover system development and operation
management costs, and 30% will cover marketing and partnership initiatives. Meanwhile, the remaining 30%

will be used for the expansion and management of each business area, and saved as a reserve .

Reserve

10%

Business Expansion
and Management

20%

40%

Development Cost

30%

Marketing and Partnerships
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9. Conclusion

“

The No.1 sports betting platform based on blockchain technology: ECC

”

The global online sports betting market is changing rapidly. The number of online betting companies moving
away from illicit markets by acquiring the appropriate licenses is on the rise, and thanks to the convenience
that the internet environment of today offers, numerous users around the world are entering the online betting
market. As such, it is necessary to have a sports betting platform with more transparency and fairness. Now,
with blockchain technology, it easier than ever to enter the market and secure a significant number of
members.

Featuring blockchain-based cryptocurrency deposit/withdrawal capabilities, increased
transparency and fairness, the ECC (Sports Betting Blockchain Platform) will emerge as a
new player in the global sports betting market.
1. Convenient Deposits/Withdrawals using Cryptocurrencies
2. Safe Blockchain-based Sports Betting System
3. Independent Membership Grading System
4. Legitimate Services with Licenses Acquired from a European Country

ECC will continue its efforts to develop the no. 1 blockchain-based sports betting platform in the world by
taking advantage of the proven track record and professional experience of ECC’s executives, by consulting
with excellent advisors from various fields, and by collaborating with proven companies to develop its
blockchain ecosystem.
ECC Token(ECC), which will be introduced as part of ECC’s services, will be listed on the exchange. Moving
forward, ECC will make sure your interest and involvement in ECC is rewarded in the form of handsome
profits for your investment.
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Notice & Disclaimers
※ This Whitepaper may be amended from time to time without notice.
※ This Whitepaper is intended to provide general information and is not meant to be exhaustive,
comprehensive or authoritative.
※ ECC accepts no liability in relation to the Whitepaper, or any reliance on the Whitepaper, and
does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the Whitepaper.
ECC Tokens(ECC) may only be purchased pursuant to the ECC Token Sale – Terms of Sale.
The risks described below, and or other additional risks presently regarded to be immaterial
actually materialize, the commercial viability of the ECC Platform may be materially and
adversely affected. These risk could result in the failure of the Token Sale, the destruction of the
Tokens and/or the termination of the development or operation of the ECC Platform.
Risk associated with the development and operation of the ECC Platform :
The ECC Platform are under development and may undergo significant changes before they are
released or implemented. While ECC intends for the Tokens and the system(Sports Betting
Blockchain Platform) to function as described in the Whitepaper, ECC may have to make changes
to various features or specifications of the Tokens or the system.
The ECC platform may fail to be adequately developed or maintained or may encounter
difficulties during development or operation, including financial, resourcing and technical
difficulties. This may create the risk that the Tokens or the system may not meet your

expectations at the time of the Payment and may negatively impact the system and the Tokens,
and the potential utility of the Tokens.
Risks arising from no governance rights :
Tokens confers no governance rights of any kind with respect to the ECC project, the ECC
platform and/or service. Accordingly, all decisions involving the ECC project, the ECC platform
and/or service will be made by ECC at its sole discretion, including decisions to discontinue ECC’s
products or services, the ECC project and/or the service, to create and sell more Tokens for use in
the ECC platform, or to sell ECC.
These decisions could adversely affect the ECC project and/or the ECC platform and the utility of
any Tokens that you own, including the Tokens utility for obtaining the Services.
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Risk of failure, abandonment or delay of the ECC project :
The creation of the Tokens and the development of the ECC project and/or the ECC platform may
fail, be abandoned or be delayed for a number of reasons, including lack of interest from the
public, lack of funding, or lack of commercial success or prospects (e.g. caused by competing
projects).
Risk associated with the Ethereum blockchain :
The Tokens, the Token Sale and/or the ECC platform are based on the Ethereum blockchain
which is still in an early development stage and unproven. Any malfunction, flaws, breakdown or
abandonment of the Ethereum blockchain may have a material adverse effect on the Tokens,
the Token Sale and/or the ECC platform. Furthermore, developments in cryptographic

technologies and techniques or changes in consensus protocol or algorithms could present risks
to the Tokens, the Token Sale and/or the ECC platform, including the utility of the Tokens for
obtaining the Services, by rendering ineffective the cryptographic consensus mechanism that
underpins the Ethereum blockchain.
Risk of Ethereum mining attacks :
As with other cryptocurrencies, the Ethereum blockchain is susceptible to mining attacks,
including Eclipse-spend attacks, majority mining power attacks, “selfish-mining” attacks, and
race condition attacks. Any successful attacks present a risk to the Tokens, the Token Sale
and/or the ECC platform, including proper execution and sequencing of transactions involving
the Tokens.
Risk of theft :
The Ethereum blockchain may be exposed to attacks by hackers or other individuals that could
result in theft or loss of ETH, or the Tokens, impacting the ability to develop the ECC platform.
Regulatory risks :
It is possible that certain jurisdictions will apply existing regulations on, or introduce new
regulations addressing, blockchain technology, which may be contrary to the Token and/or the
ECC platform and which may result in substantial modifications of the ECC platform and/or the
ECC project, including termination and the loss of the Tokens.
Risk of Loss of private key :
The Tokens may only be accessed with a combination of private key and password. The private
key is encrypted with a password. Loss of requisite private key(s) associated with your digital
wallet or vault storing the Tokens will result in loss of such Tokens which will be nonrecoverable
and permanently lost.
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Risk of hacking and security weaknesses :
The Tokens, the Token Sale, the ECC platform (if and when developed) and ECC may be targeted
by hackers or malicious groups or organisations who may attempt to interfere with the ECC
platform or the Tokens and/or the Token Sale or steal the Tokens in various ways, including
malware attacks, distributed denial of service, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, phishing
and hacking. Furthermore, there is a risk that a third party or a member of ECC may
intentionally or unintentionally introduce weaknesses into the core infrastructure of the ECC
platform, which could negatively affect the ECC platform, the Tokens and/or the Token Sale,
including the utility of the Tokens for obtaining Services.
Risks associated with taxation :
The tax treatment and accounting of the Tokens is uncertain and may vary among jurisdictions.

You must seek independent tax advice in connection with purchasing the Tokens, which may
result in adverse tax consequences to you.
Risks associated with volatility of ETH :
The value of ETH may fluctuate significantly over a short period of time as a result of various
factors including market dynamics, regulatory changes, technical advancements, and economic
and political factors. Due to such volatility, ECC may not be able to fund development of the ECC
platform, or may not be able to maintain the ECC platform in the manner that it intended.
Technology risks :
The Tokens are intended to represent a new capability on emerging technology that is not fully

proven in use. As the technology matures, new capabilities may dramatically alter the usefulness
of the Tokens or the ability to use or sell them. The functionality of the Tokens is complex, will
require enhancements and product support over time, and full functionality may take longer
than expected. The full functionality of the Tokens is not yet complete and no assurance can be
provided of such completion.
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